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The formal induction ceremony of the Rafale fleet had taken place at Ambala on September 10 last year. Later on, other batches of the fighter jet also arrived in India.
Indian Air Force likely to operationalise second squadron of Rafale aircraft by July-end
It's not clear if jet fuel supplies and delivery systems can be bolstered in time for this wildfire season to avoid potential problems keeping firefighting aircraft aloft if multiple large fires break ...
Jet fuel shortage could ground firefighting aircraft during potentially ferocious wildfire season
Airport officials facing jet fuel shortages are concerned they’ll have to wave off planes and helicopters that drop fire retardants during what could be a ferocious wildfire season.
‘Scary’: Jet fuel shortage could ground firefighting aircraft
Airport officials facing jet fuel shortages are concerned they’ll have to wave off planes and helicopters that drop fire retardants during what could be a ferocious wildfire season, potentially ...
‘We haven’t run into that before’: Jet fuel shortage could ground firefighting aircraft
Smaller jet engines are ... also act as a back-up power generator, in exceptionally rare circumstances when both engines fail. Aircraft APUs generally produce 115 V alternating current (AC) at 400 Hz, ...
Aircraft Auxiliary Power Unit Market 2021 : New Investments Expected to Boost the Demand by 2026 with Top countries Data
A key F-22 feature is the use of thrust vectoring in the pitch axis, allowing the aircraft to combine engine power with ... but the Russian jet’s infrared search and track system—something ...
F-35 and More: The Fifth Generation of Aircraft is Upon Us
In truth, while Germany had the most advanced technology, all of the major powers had jet aircraft projects during World War II, including the United States, Britain, Russia, Italy and Japan. The most ...
Japan’s First Jet Aircraft Was a Suicidal Kamikaze Bomber
Russia will unveil a military aircraft next week it says will spark the interest of other countries "including our competitors abroad." A cryptic marketing campaign is promoting the project that was ...
Russia Teases 'Fundamentally New' Military Aircraft to Be Unveiled
The governments of Japan and the United Kingdom are discussing a potential joint programme to develop aero-engine technologies that will power Japan's ...
Japan, UK discuss partnership on fighter jet engines
Currently, the IAF has around 25 Rafale jets and the remaining ordered aircraft are expected to be delivered by 2022.
IAF likely to operationalise second squadron of Rafale fighter jets by July-end
The aircraft fly-by-wire system market is set to grow by USD 2.64 billion, progressing at a CAGR of over 8% during 2021-2025. The report offers an up-to-date analysis regarding the current market ...
Aircraft fly-by-wire system market in the Aerospace & Defense Industry to grow by USD 2.64 billion|Technavio
The Tu-114 is a long-haul aircraft ... jet engines and jet aircraft. Despite this, the leaders of the state in the early 1950s decided to create a high-speed passenger vehicle using a turbofan ...
Tu-114: The history of the USSR’s flagship aircraft
EAST HARTFORD, Conn., July 12, 2021 - Pratt & Whitney, a division of Raytheon Technologies Corp. (NYSE: RTX), today announced that Porter Airlines has placed an order for 30 Embraer E195-E2 aircraft, ...
Porter Airlines Orders 30 Embraer E-Jets E2 Aircraft Powered by Pratt & Whitney GTF Engines
GM is turning to Liebherr-Aerospace to use GM’s core fuel-cell technology and integrate it into a demonstrator system for aircraft ... lose engine power is a bad load of JP-8 [jet fuel], the ...
Planes, Trains and Automobiles: If It Moves, GM Will Build Hydrogen Fuel Cells
The former Honda Aircraft sales executive says he is “confident” Jet It and JetClub will be operating the 500nm (926km)-range type “in the second half of the decade”, adding ...
Jet It to be launch customer for Bye’s electric eFlyer 800
GM and Liebherr-Aerospace, an on-board aircraft system ... fuel cell power generation on an aircraft. Yes, that means one day hydrogen fuel cells could propel a commercial jet.
GM technology could help commercial jets shed 2 tons of weight at takeoff
It will be a popular overseas light super-maneuverable fighter jet with a single engine ... More than half of the cost of a combat aircraft is the power plant and fuel system.
Russia to create an export version of the 5th-gen fighter jet based on the Su-57
Airport officials facing jet fuel shortages are concerned they’ll have to wave off planes and helicopters that drop fire retardants during what could be a ferocious wildfire ...
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